Generating the intelligence
to fine-tune operations
Orange Business Services Fleet Management, Asset Tracking, and
Optimization solutions enable transport and logistics companies
to more precisely manage and optimize the use and performance
of their fleet of vehicles and drivers. They also enable these
companies to knowledgeably and accurately track, route, and
manage assets across supply chains.

Reduces costs by
centralizing fleet
management

Provides persistent
visibility of assets
across supply chain

Digitizes operations
to optimize business
performance

Streamlines and reduces the cost
of managing a fleet of vehicles by
optimizing routing, assessing
driver behavior, and incorporating
predictive maintenance

Accurately tracks, routes, and
validates the status of goods,
making it easier to meet customers’
expectations, locate misplaced
goods, and reduce waste

Boosts efficiencies, increases
agility, and improves collaboration
by removing siloes, automating
manual processes, and
strengthening decision making

Improving fuel economy

Optimizing distribution channels

CRCS DKI, a restoration services and
disaster clean up company in
Canada, used telematics for three
years to monitor idling and address
driving behaviors, thereby
increasing its fleet’s average miles
per gallon from 11.2 to 13.4.”

A gas distribution customer is
tracking its gas bottles using an IoT
platform on a LoRA network. This has
enabled the company to optimize its
distribution channels, adapt deliveries
to sales points, and track gas bottles
and gas quality via sensors located on
the connected valve.”

Start improving your fleet and asset
management and supply chain efficiencies
 We’ll connect you with the sales team to learn how you can implement an endto-end solution: apacocb.sales@list2.orange.com
 Learn more about Orange Business Services Fleet Management and Asset
Tracking: www.orange-business.com/en/industries/transport

About Orange Business Systems

As an infrastructure operator, technology integrator, and supplier of value-added services, Orange Business
Services supports businesses, local governments, and public sector organizations through every step of their
digital transformation. Their technology solutions support high-performance networks, cyberdefense, and the
cloud. The Orange Group operates the world's largest seamless voice/data network and offers end-to-end
connectivity services in more than 220 countries and territories.

